




The year is 2014. Words are tired. Like us, they’ve been working hard 
and moving fast. There are more of them than ever. They prop up entire 
cities. Pack onto subway cars. Zing through the air between satellites 
and cell phones. Ink themselves onto bodies. Bend around tangled 
tongues. They are tapped out, bundled in bytes, and shuttled between 
countless servers. Words have more to do every day.

What becomes of a word worked to the point of exhaustion?

Perhaps Antoine Lefebvre knows. His hand is exhausted. It has been 
writing the same word for hours on end in a slightly messy scrawl. The 
word is as exhausted as his hand is. Between them there is nothing. No 
meaning. No message. Just emptiness and exhaustion.

Exhaustion is a feeling that precludes all other emotion. We know what 
it is to feel love with anger or happiness with terror or sorrow with hope. 
One of the many missions of art has been the carving out of spaces that 
evoke strange and wondrous combinations of feeling. But exhaustion 
never shares its stage. It could be said that exhaustion is not a feeling but 
rather a complete void of feeling. That it is the very feeling of nothing.

But the void is a fertile ground. It should be remembered: the sun is a 
void, where life is concerned. Within the sun there is no possibility of 
living. But without the sun there is no possibility of living. It is both 
empty and absolutely necessary.



Just as a seed lies dormant in winter, waiting to be called forth by the 
sun-warmed soil of spring, a word at the point of exhaustion must 
eventually fall into sleep. Dreamless sleep. The fall into a wintering of 
meaning.

It is a sleep that is akin to stone. 

It seems worth noting that both the first lasting incarnations of written 
word and Lefebvre’s lithographs of single words in exhaustive repetition 
are instantiations of language put to bed in stone. In its evolution from 
stone to parchment to paper to electrons and light, the written word 
has been both loosed and loosened, now reaching a point of absolute 
flexibility and absolute speed that may render the word meaningless. 
Exhausted. Void. But this is not the end of words. Merely, their collapse 
into much needed respite, that is, a cyclical return to stone. Lefebvre’s 
work, then, may be correlated to the work of the shepherd who sleeps 
with his flock and conducts them safely into the renewed day. Yes, there 
is a hint of the sacred here. This should come as little surprise.

Following Bataille, it is made clear that the sacred is held into 
relationship with taboo via the mechanism of the erotic. The modern 
erosion of the sacred has thus necessarily resulted in a similar erosion 
of both taboo and eroticism. This is particularly the case with words. In 
2014, most anything can be said. In both written and spoken language 
little is sacred; little is taboo; the erotic abandoned in favor of the 
explicit. What has become taboo are silence, the meaningless, and any 
recourse into the still void of exhausted sleep, where words cannot be 
deployed at the behest of modernism, capitalism and consumerism. Thus, 
Lefebvre’s engagement with the meaningless--his put-to-bed of words 
by scrawled repetition--occurs at a new fault line of eroticism. His void 
space is sacred space. He is carving out a place not only for the absence 
of meaning but a fertile site for its resurrection.

We stand at this site in Les Mots.
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How to Write About Antoine Lefebvre

Notes by William Shakespeare, Gertrude Stein, Paul Celan, Ludwig 
Wittgenstein, Emily Dickinson, and Pliny the Elder – collected on the 
occasion the exhibition When Nothing is Done, Nothing is Left Undone

Words, Words, Words. A sentence should be allowed without it all. This 
sentence makes it doubtful that there will be any explanations. Poetry 
ladies and gentleman: an expression of infinitude, an expression of vain 
death and of mere Nothing. What is a sentence for. We will now find 
out what sentences are. Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must 
be silent. A sentence tells that they are visibly chosen. The Martyr Poets 
– did not tell – But wrought their Pang in syllable – That when their 
mortal name be numb – Their mortal fate – encourage Some. It is now 
time to put it together. Nulla dies sine linea (Not a day without a line 
drawn).
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